Carolingian society, as we have become increasingly aware, valued books, and of the books it had it valued the Bible most. Scripture was a central preoccupation of the literate classes; it formed, certainly, the main reading of scholars in monasteries and courts. Rulers, too, whether literate or not, wished to know what it said, and literate laymen and women were interested in scriptural matters.  

What is striking about the reading of the Bible in the ninth century is not simply that people in many different walks of life wished to do it. It is also that they gave attention to the biblical text. They shared a realization that it was necessary to establish its history—to know how it had been edited and translated into Latin—before attempting to undertake its exegesis. Because they were members of a society so concerned with the supply of books, they were conscious of the tasks of edition and revision; because they read them in a language they did not normally speak, they were familiar with the exercise of translation. The recognition of the importance of these acts was a distinctive feature of Carolingian scholarship. In their attention to philological procedures and details, to the work of editing, revising, and translating, ninth-century scholars made a lasting contribution to the ways in which Europeans would think about the Bible.

Their first effort was to secure an accurate Latin text. Alcuin's Bible is perhaps the best known of these works; he presented it to Charlemagne on the occasion of his coronation as emperor, and thereafter Alcuin's
At least four other editions survive from the late eighth and early ninth centuries, testifying to a great concern for the revision of the Latin Bible. A second effort was directed toward the production and distribution of manuscripts. There is evidence for the intention in contemporary legislation: public authority emphasized education and made explicit the need to learn from Scripture. Indeed, the scriptoria produced biblical manuscripts in large quantities, and the compilers of library catalogues put these books first in lists of their holdings. Despite the many copies of scriptural texts in circulation, however, not all monastic or episcopal centers could be expected to have the pandect, a manuscript copy of the whole Bible. This is an interesting fact, and it suggests that much book production was intended merely to supply basic classroom requirements. A third task was to interpret Scripture. For the Carolingian commentators, this meant turning to the fathers of the church. “The first necessity,” writes Beryl Smalley, “was to make the patristic tradition available and intelligible.”

The eighth and ninth centuries marked a period of heightened interest in Christian antiquity. Much attention was given to the church fathers, especially in the monasteries, where the culture was based on the Bible and its interpretation. The Rule of St. Benedict itself was a patristic document. And the thoughts of the early teachers—the “fathers,” the “doctors,” the “defenders of the faith”—suffused monastic life.

The process by which their work was gathered up in the monasteries of northern Europe is often seen, as Smalley’s remark implies, as the reception of a tradition. I should like to argue here that it was that and something more: that when patristic texts were passed through the hands of Carolingian scholars they were configured and reconfigured as much as they were read. Carolingians turned to the Fathers for guidance, certainly; but it is just as certainly true that, to quite a considerable extent, it was the work of the Carolingians that helped to define the tradition and to establish it.

Let us examine this proposition against the background of the reading of Scripture. Here the dominant figure was St. Jerome (ca. 340–420). In the ninth century, Jerome’s edition of the Bible, familiar to us today as the Vulgate, or Vulgata editio, was coming to be adopted generally throughout the empire. The Vulgate was in part a revision of older Latin versions of Scripture, in part a new translation from Greek and Hebrew sources. Jerome’s contribution was manifold: he edited, translated, and commented. His works formed the basis of Carolingian biblical scholarship. “Be mind-
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ful,” wrote Alcuin, “of the most blessed Jerome, the most celebrated teacher of divine Scripture in the holy Church.”

Before considering the ways in which Frankish scholars responded to Jerome, it might be useful to review his writings. The early history of the Vulgate Bible is complicated, to some extent because Jerome did not set about his task in an orderly fashion. He moved from book to book, often retracing his steps and correcting earlier work. In 384 he gave Pope Damasus a revision of the Four Gospels—the first in what would become a very long series of revisions and translations that occupied him until his death.

Jerome did not approve of the Old Latin translations current in his own time; he insisted that the Latin Scriptures must be based on a knowledge of the original texts. In a famous letter on the translation of the Psalms, he wrote:

When the Latins face a problem caused by variant readings in different copies of the New Testament, they return to the Greek, the language in which the New Testament was written; in the same way, we must consult the Hebrew original when Greeks and Latins disagree about an Old Testament text. Only in this way will the little streams that flow from the original spring retain their purity.

One example will serve to illustrate his method. Jerome was especially fascinated by the Psalter, and he returned to it again and again. Between 382 and 384 he began revising the Old Latin Psalter used in Rome, the text now known as the Roman Psalter was once thought to represent that revision. (It now appears, however, that Jerome’s work has been lost and that the text as we have it represents the unrevised Old Latin prototype.) Shortly thereafter, in 386 and 387, Jerome prepared a new Latin version on the basis of the Greek columns in Origen’s Hexapla. It was this version, later known as the Gallican Psalter, that found its way into the Vulgate edition. The third of Jerome’s translations, the Hebrew Psalter, was made directly from the Hebrew some time before 392.

Jerome’s attention to textual matters made him a rarity among Latin scholars of his day. The philological approach to Scripture—as opposed, for instance, to the allegoresis of Ambrose and Augustine—was little understood. Indeed, most of his contemporaries saw his work as meddlesome tampering with texts that had been hallowed by tradition; they preferred the Old Latin translations. Augustine even wrote to discourage
him from translating directly from the Hebrew. It was sufficient to use the Greek of the Septuagint, he said, for that translation had been divinely inspired. Jerome defended his position in the prefaces to his new revisions and translations and developed it further in numerous scriptural commentaries and handbooks.

In addition to his writings on the Bible, Jerome translated works by Origen, Eusebius, and Didymus. He wrote books on church history and controversy, including On Famous Men, Dialogue with a Luciferian, and Lives of the Hermits. He was the author of a remarkable collection of letters. Jerome’s literary activity was, in the words of his recent biographer J. N. D. Kelly, “prodigious, sometimes feverish.”

The Franks, however, valued him most for his gift of the Latin Bible. Ratramnus of Corbie called him the “translator of the Divine Law, most skilled in all the sciences,” and “most learned in the Latin, Greek, and Hebrew languages.” Hincmar of Reims described Jerome as “most expert in the Hebrew, Greek, and Latin tongues.” And, he added, “carrying on his inquiry with the Lord’s inspiration, he was rewarded by penetrating to the marrow and very vitals of Sacred Scripture.” Ninth-century scholars have left behind many such expressions of praise. They show both the veneration in which Jerome was held and the reasons for it: he was the translator of the Bible, knew the original languages, and was very learned. What had been, in Jerome’s own lifetime, an exceedingly controversial approach to Scripture by this time was regarded as authoritative.

How had it happened? I think some explanations are to be sought in the particular circumstances of Frankish society, where the impetus to provide books led scholars to respect editing, and where the use of multiple languages by the learned led them to think about translating. They read the Bible in a Latin they did not normally speak. They were accustomed, therefore, to move quickly from one form of Latin to another or from Latin to the vernacular. They were aware of the process of translation in their own lives and knew its difficulty, its compromises, and its necessity.

Jerome had traveled freely in the Mediterranean world of late antiquity, studying Latin in Rome with Aelius Donatus, perfecting his Greek in Antioch and Constantinople, and learning Hebrew with a converted Jew in the Syrian desert. Four hundred years later, in the more restricted universe of the Frankish kingdoms, the same possibilities did not exist. Few scholars learned Hebrew or Greek; we do not know of any who learned both. Yet they continued to have before them the admonitions of writers like Isidore of Seville, who said: “There are three sacred languages, Hebrew, Greek, and Latin, and they are supreme through all the world.”
Jerome's knowledge of the biblical languages was a fact that impressed itself vividly upon the Franks. They referred to it often, not only in their written texts but also in the visual arts. Portraits of Jerome in biblical manuscripts, common through the period, illustrate his philological activities. Their iconography marks a departure from late-antique precedents. Let us consider three examples.

Perhaps the earliest such reference comes from the court of Charlemagne. The ivory covers of the Dagulf Psalter (Paris, Musée du Louvre, Ivories 9 and 10) were made sometime between 783 and 795. They originally contained the corrected text of a Psalter Charlemagne had prepared as a gift for Pope Hadrian I (r. 772–95). A dedicatory verse by the scribe Dagulf connects the covers to the manuscript and to Jerome's revision: "The thorns were drawn from the Psalter by the studies of a man who kept vigil through the night."

On the upper panel of the front cover (see fig. 5 in chap. 6), a youthful King David is shown composing the Psalms and dictating to scribes; on the lower panel, David sits on a throne and plays his harp, surrounded by musicians and attendants. The back cover portrays Jerome. He is an elderly figure with a bald head and short beard. The upper panel shows the presbyter Boniface handing a scroll to Jerome, who rushes to meet him. The scroll contains, presumably, a message from Pope Damasus asking him to revise the Psalter. In the background are some buildings representing Jerusalem. On the lower panel, Jerome is shown holding the Psalter in his hand and dictating his revision to scribes.

Anton von Euw has shown that the scenes from Jerome's life are compilations based on prefatory texts in the manuscript. They do not seem to have any iconographical precedent. The Jerome panels, he suggests, were made up at the Carolingian court to provide a match for the David panels. The pairing was new. It drew attention to Jerome's work of revision and translation by setting it beside David's work of composition. Jerome's cover was not, as it might have been, simply the reinterpretation of a late-antique author portrait. Rather, the two covers were to be read together, and together they honored the men to whom the Carolingians owed their Psalter.

Later illustrations made more pointed reference to Jerome's role as translator. An important example is the frontispiece to the prefaces of St. Jerome in the Vivian Bible, the so-called First Bible of Charles the Bald (Paris, Bibliothèque Nationale, MS lat. 1, fol. 3v; reproduced as the frontispiece to this volume). The manuscript was copied at Tours about 845 and dedicated to the king by the lay-abbot Count Vivian and the monks of
St. Martin. Like its companion, the Jerome frontispiece in the San Paolo Bible (Rome, San Paolo fuori le mura, Bible, fol. 3v), it has as its theme Jerome as translator of the Bible.\textsuperscript{30}

In the Vivian Bible, scenes from the life of Jerome are arranged in three panels, with inscriptions on purple bands below that explain the episodes.\textsuperscript{31} Above and to the left, Jerome, wearing Carolingian garments, leaves the city of Rome (personified by a female figure holding a lance and shield). A ship sets sail for the East. In Jerusalem, to the right, Jerome gives coins to his Hebrew teacher. The second panel shows Jerome interpreting Scripture for Paula, her daughter Eustochium, and two other women. To the right, a monk takes down Jerome's words, while behind him, two men begin to multiply the text (one reads, the other takes dictation). In the bottom panel, Jerome gives copies of his completed Latin Bible to six monks, who carry them off to buildings on the left and right.

The sources of the Jerome frontispieces are unknown.\textsuperscript{32} No late-antique narrative scenes of Jerome's life survive, although scholars have proposed a fifth-century model. It seems likely that, whatever his visual models, the artist also consulted some biographical source. It too is unknown. The frontispieces present an oversimplified chronology of Jerome's travels that was first given in the sixth-century \textit{Chronicle} of Marcellinus Comes. By the ninth century, however, the chronology had become familiar; it circulated in two anonymous biographies of the saint.\textsuperscript{33}

Motifs and devices borrowed from other contexts seem to have been adapted to a new theme.\textsuperscript{34} Here again, Carolingian artists illustrated their debt to Jerome. And they did it quite literally, in a narrative beginning with Jerome's travels to the places where he studied Latin, Hebrew, and Greek, and ending with his distribution of Bibles to monks, who returned with them to their monasteries.

It was probably not a coincidence that so graphic an account of the preparation of the Bible came from the scriptorium at Tours. Tours had been Alcuin's home at the end of his life, and the monks of St. Martin had made many copies of his text. They had an appreciation for the work of revision. Nor was it likely to be a coincidence that the emphasis on Jerome's work of translation was to be found in a Bible addressed to Charles the Bald, as there was considerable interest in Greek at his West Frankish court. The scholar John Scottus Eriugena (ca. 810—ca. 877) was director of the court school and author of a remarkable series of translations of Pseudo-Dionysius, Gregory of Nyssa, and Maximus the Confessor. Indeed, John Scottus compared himself to Jerome in the introduction to his translation of Pseudo-Dionysius.\textsuperscript{35} Others at the court, who knew less
Greek, played at translation by writing macaronic verse with Greek words gleaned from glossaries.\textsuperscript{36}

Liuthard, principal painter at the court school of Charles the Bald, gives us an author portrait of Jerome. It was done about 860, in a Psalter executed for the king's personal use (Paris, Bibliothèque Nationale, MS lat. 1152, fol. 4r; see fig. 1).\textsuperscript{37} The miniature follows the familiar stylistic model of an evangelist portrait, that is, a representation of Matthew, Mark, Luke, or John. Jerome is shown at work on his translation. As in the Vician Bible, it is a youthful Jerome—beardless, tonsured, and haloed. He is seated on a cushioned throne under a canopied arcade. His left hand touches a lectern holding an open book; with his right hand he dips a pen into a pot of ink. The richness of the clothing, the throne, and the elaborate setting suggest that the painter wished to stress the importance of his subject. Jerome is identified by an inscription: "Jerome, noble translator and mighty priest, nobly translates the Psalms of David."\textsuperscript{38}

These few examples point to the development of a new iconography of Jerome in the Frankish kingdoms. Both the portraits and their inscriptions attest to his scholarship. Jerome's work on the Psalter came increasingly to be compared with David's, because the Franks relied upon Jerome's texts. He had labored through many nights, as Dagulf put it in his dedicatory verse, to draw the thorns from the Psalter. Jerome's work of translation was increasingly valued in a society that experienced firsthand the complicating factor of linguistic diversity. It was a society, moreover, aware that knowledge of the biblical languages was becoming a precarious achievement.

The Carolingians, then, found their own reasons to appreciate Jerome. His contemporaries had often disagreed with him; Augustine and others were satisfied with the Old Latin Bible and saw no need for further revision and translation. By the end of the eighth century, however, circumstances had changed. The Carolingians knew that such activities were important, for they would not have had their Bible without them.

Jerome's work represented an approach to Scripture that had great appeal for many Carolingian scholars. His writings often formed part of the apparatus in Carolingian biblical manuscripts. His famous Letter 53, to Paulinus on the study of the Bible, preceded copies of Alcuin's text; Letter 106, to Sunnia and Fretela on the translation of the Psalms, introduced scholarly editions of the Psalter; and the biblical prefaces frequently appeared in editions of Scripture.

Jerome's scriptural commentaries were extremely popular.\textsuperscript{39} As a rule, he began a commentary with an analysis of the Latin text of the relevant
passage. He discussed the translation and compared it with other translations, and he compared the Latin with the original Greek or Hebrew. Next he explained the literal meaning of the text, what he called the historical verity (*historiae veritas* or simply *historia*); and, finally, he probed its figurative and allegorical meaning in order to come to the “secrets of spiritual
understanding” (spiritualis intelligentiae sacramenta). Jerome made linguistic problems the basis of his exegesis.

There were those, of course, for whom such detail seemed superfluous. Teachers simplified his narratives, removing philological discussions they thought were above the heads of their pupils. Josephus Scottus shortened Jerome’s commentary on Isaiah by removing the references to variant Greek readings. Christian of Stablo defended his writing of a new commentary on Matthew by saying that his readers would not understand Jerome’s commentary without the help of a commentary on Jerome.

But for many, Jerome was an inspiration. Perhaps it was his work on the Psalter that made the most lasting impression. It had been Jerome’s favorite biblical book, and it was the favorite, too, of readers in the Middle Ages. Jerome had left three recensions: the Roman Psalter, the Gallican Psalter, and the Hebrew Psalter. Ludwig Traube wrote:

Scarcely any facts of textual tradition which confronted the Western Middle Ages contributed as much to the awakening of critical thought and widening of the intellectual horizon as the existence of Jerome’s three Psalters, their deviations from each other, their relationship to the Hebrew original and to the Septuagint translation, Jerome’s extensive commentary on specific passages, with reference to still other Greek translations, and the concise but eloquent style which his critical notations incorporate into the text of the Gallican Psalter.

In order to compare the texts, Carolingian scholars devised what was to become one of their characteristic study instruments: the triple, or tripartite, Psalter (Psalterium triplex, Psalterium tripartitum). In these books, the three Latin texts were presented in parallel columns, so that readers could make line-by-line comparisons.

Another type of study book was the bilingual Psalter. The form of the Greek-Latin codex had been inherited from late antiquity. The Franks used it for the study of Scripture (Psalterium duplex). The double Psalters gave a Greek version (usually the Septuagint) in one column and one of Jerome’s Latin versions in another. Irish scribes on the Continent preferred an interlinear arrangement, with the Latin translation written above the Greek original.

Still more careful textual study was made possible by the introduction of the quadripartite Psalter (Psalterium quadruplex, Psalterium quadrupartitum). In A.D. 909 Salomon III, bishop of Constance and abbot of Saint
Gall, commissioned the first such work from the scriptorium of the abbey. (It is now Bamberg, Staatsbibliothek, Msc. Bibl. 44 [A.I.14]). The Psalter presented, in four parallel columns, Jerome's Gallican, Roman, and Hebrew Psalters, and the Greek text of the Septuagint, given in Latin transliteration (see fig. 2). A dedicatory verse of forty-four dactylic hexameters explained the history of Jerome's translations from the Greek and Hebrew sources. The purpose of the four texts in the edition, it said, was

to enable learned men to follow four routes to the hidden meaning of Scripture.\textsuperscript{48}

These manuscripts were books for scholars. They were used by men who were highly trained and who, like Jerome, assigned priority to linguistic problems. Scholars did not need to know the original languages of Scripture to recognize differences in the Latin texts. They could—and did—consult Jerome's Letter 106 on the translation of the Psalms to learn the reasons for the different renderings of Greek and Hebrew.\textsuperscript{49} Jerome in all his work had pointed to the connection between translation and exegesis. The multiple Psalters permitted Frankish scholars to explore it.

Jerome had been a conspicuous figure in his lifetime—as translator and expositor of Scripture, as a satirist and Latin stylist, and as a hermit in the desert. His work had often been controversial. After his death the hostility seemed to fade, and "for the next thousand years and more," remarks Kelly, "a crescendo of adulation was to surround him."\textsuperscript{50}

The Carolingians were among the first to recognize his achievement. He had given them the Latin Bible. Their debt was immediate. They sought to define it. In the art of their manuscripts they called attention to Jerome's textual scholarship, and in a novel series of editions they carried his work forward. They sought, too, to interpret his life. Two anonymous writers of the mid-ninth century composed biographies of him; in one, Jerome was assigned his earliest, and for many centuries his only, miracle.\textsuperscript{51} Indeed, they venerated him as a saint: Florus of Lyons, Hrabanus Maurus, Wandelbert of Prüm, Ado of Vienne, and Usuard were among those who listed his name in the martyrologies.\textsuperscript{52}

The Franks greeted Jerome with a new spirit of welcome and, in doing so, distinguished themselves from many of his Christian contemporaries. What brought about the change? It had to do, surely, with the nature of Carolingian society, and with its urgent need for books. The men of late antiquity might take for granted a supply of learned texts, but those of the eighth and ninth centuries could not. Carolingian scholars were vitally concerned to establish the text of the Latin Bible, to make copies and distribute them, and to understand the text itself. In all of these activities they relied upon the example of Jerome. Their own efforts, moreover, had given them a particular understanding of his. More than people in other times, perhaps, they knew the importance of editions, revisions, and translations. That is why their actions cannot simply be described as the reception of texts from late antiquity. In their adoption of Jerome's philological methods and in their invention of new images of him and assertion of new roles for him, the Carolingians defined and established a tradition.
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